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LaPlata pitcher shuts down Largo in 3A South
Lions eliminated in quarterfinals to end 13-5 softball season

by Zachary Ward | Special to The Gazette

Despite a successful regular season, the Largo High
School softball team made an early exit from the
playoffs with a lopsided loss to LaPlata, 11-0, in a
3A South Region quarterfinal game at Largo on
Monday.

The Warriors used two five-run innings and a
nine-strikeout performance from pitcher Alyssa
Peregoy to easily defeat the Lions. LaPlata's No. 3
hitter, Tiffany Agostinelli, went 3 for 4 with two
doubles and a triple and center fielder Sydney
Tippett added an exclamation mark to the victory
with an inside-the-park home run in the top of the
seventh.

"It was a tough game because it was not the greatest
weather," Peregoy said after pitching all seven innings of the shutout. "Sydney definitely helped out
with that hit."

Largo had few bright spots, managing just three hits, two from catcher Anjel Daniels and one from
starting pitcher Sara Tamiru. Defensively, Angela Figueroa provided a spark with a couple of diving
plays at second base.

"Our defense is excellent," said Largo coach Keith Hutchins. "They're one of the best defenses
around. We just weren't hitting the ball."

Hutchins said he was disappointed that his players did not seem used to the caliber of pitching they
faced Monday, citing Prince George's County 3A/2A/1A League rivals Gwynn Park and Frederick
Douglass as opponents that should have prepared them. Gwynn Park is the top seed in the 2A South
Region and was a 7-6 winner against Patuxent in a quarterfinal game Monday.

Hutchins added that he will try to schedule more non-league games next year to make Largo's
program more competitive. This season, the Lions played against Bishop McNamara, which bounced
back from a 2-6 start to win 10 in a row and reach the Washington Catholic Athletic Conference title
game.

"I always start with McNamara every year. We have an agreement back and forth with each other,"
Hutchins said. "And then we'll play a 4A team and a D.C. team."

Hutchins said outfielder Toni Hinton, first baseman Breana Miller, as well as Daniels and Tamiru will
be among the strongest returning players for a program that will try to make further strides after
going 13-5 this season.

Daniels said that "hitting off [Peregoy] and not being intimidated," will be a confidence booster
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heading into next season.

"She wasn't much different than the pitchers we've seen all year," said Daniels. "But she had a couple
different pitches and little bit more control."

"This game was definitely a wake-up call because during the season we could get away with our little
mistakes," said Hinton. "Playoffs is the time to get serious, and we'll know that for next year."

Meanwhile, LaPlata coach Garry Krahling also had some critiques for his team, which did most of
hits damage in the second and seventh innings.

"We weren't focusing on our job," said Krahling of the hitting lulls in the other innings. "We didn't
get up in the batter's box like we were supposed to and we weren't waiting on the pitch. But give
Largo some credit for that. [Tamiru] was hitting the outside corner and we weren't hitting hit. We
waited until the seventh inning for somebody to finally hit an outside pitch."
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